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PHOTO:  Local Abna’a Al Iraq (Sons 
of Iraq) gather for a joint clearing op-
eration with U.S. Army Soldiers from 
the 3d Infantry Division, Salman Pak, 
Iraq, 16 February 2008. (U.S. Army, 
SGT Timothy Kingston)

Nearly half a century ago, colonel roger trinquier, a french 
army officer, wrote Modern Warfare: A French View of Counterin-

surgency.1 Intent on capturing what really worked in a counterinsurgency, 
trinquier drew on the vast experience he had amassed as one of Jean 
larteguy’s centurions—the hard-bitten french regulars who served as the 
backbone of the french army during the tough post-World War II counter-
insurgency campaigns in china, french Indochina, and algeria. Modern 
Warfare became a best seller in france and was translated into english in 
1964, complete with an excellent forward by Bernard fall, the renowned 
journalist-historian.

In his book, colonel trinquier defined modern war as “an interlocking 
system of actions—political, economic, psychological, and military—that 
aims at the overthrow of the established authority in a country and a replace-
ment by another regime.”2 fittingly, trinquier’s easy-to-read, practical 
guide to executing counterinsurgency operations has appeared on a variety 
of reading lists since the u.S. entry into conflicts in afghanistan and Iraq.3 
however, since 2004, no author has examined trinquier’s theories to see if 
they remain applicable on the Iraqi or afghan battlefields. 

During the 3d heavy Brigade combat team (3hBct), 3d Infantry Divi-
sion’s (3ID) 14 months of combat in the Mada’in Qada, Iraq, the brigade 
faced many of the same challenges as trinquier and his french counterparts 
did in french Indochina and algeria.4 the brigade also implemented key 
tenets of trinquier’s Modern Warfare—control of the population, destruc-
tion of the guerrilla forces, and eradication of the guerrillas’ influence on 
the population—and achieved a significant reduction in violence, the initial 
stages of reconciliation, and an increase in the capabilities of both the Iraqi 
Security forces and the qada government. from the 3hBct’s experience, 
it appears that many of trinquier’s theories remain as relevant to the 21st 
century counterinsurgent as they did to his 20th century predecessors.

Background
the 3d hBct, also known as the Sledgehammer Brigade, deployed to Iraq 

in March 2007 as the third of five surge brigades. It is a transformed brigade 
consisting of 1st Battalion, 15th Infantry regiment (1-15 In); 2d Battalion, 
69th armor (2-69 ar); 3d Squadron, 1st cavalry regiment (3-1 caV); 1st 
Battalion, 10th field artillery regiment (1-10 fa); 3d Battalion, 3d Brigade 
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Special troops Battalion (3-3 
BStB); and 203d Brigade Support 
Battalion (203 BSB). however, 
during the deployment, 2-69 ar 
was detached to Multi-national 
Division-Baghdad and fought in 
the streets of eastern Baghdad. 

from March 2007 to May 2008, 
the 3hBct controlled the Mada’in 
Qada, the southeastern portion of 
Baghdad province. Bounded by 
the Diyala river on the west and 
the tigris river on the south, the 
qada is over 2,500 square kilome-
ters of mostly irrigated farmland 
with almost 1.2 million Iraqis living there. an ethnic 
fault line runs through the qada, with over 840,000 
Shi’a living in the narhwan, Jisr Diyala, and Wahida 
nahias and 360,000 Sunni citizens clustered around 
the Salman Pak enclave.5 During 2006 and early 
2007, ethnic cleansing occurred along the boundary 
between the sects, resulting in an average of 53 mur-
ders per month during 2006. Key terrain in the qada 
include two bridges into Baghdad, the Baghdad-al 
Kut highway, the former 
tuwaitha nuclear research 
facility, and the arch of cte-
siphon in Salman Pak.

upon arrival in Iraq, the 
Sledgehammer Brigade 
focused on securing the 
population. approximately 
2,500 Soldiers served as 
part of the brigade combat 
team (Bct), with over 40 
percent of them deployed in 
and amongst the population. 
the brigade constructed and 
operated from forward oper-
ating Base (foB) hammer; 
combat outposts (coP) 
cahill, carver, cashe, cleary, 
and Salie; and Patrol Base 
assassin. on the ground, 
1-15 In operated in Salman 
Pak, 3-1 caV controlled 
Jisr Diyala, and 1-10 fa 
patrolled narwhan. In febru-
ary 2008, the 13th georgian 

light Infantry Battalion (13th gg 
In Bn) joined the hammer team 
and occupied Wahida. In addition 
to 3hBct, over 900 Iraqi Police, 
500 members of the Wassit emer-
gency response unit, and over 
2,000 national Policemen helped 
to control the qada. collectively, 
the Iraqi Security forces oper-
ated 129 checkpoints. together, 
u.S. and Iraqi forces were able 
to provide almost five security 
force personnel for every 1,000 
residents, equivalent to the force 
ratio in post-World War II Japan, 

but significantly less than the ratio in Bosnia under 
the implementation force (18:1,000 residents).6

Just as colonel trinquier experienced in french 
Indochina and algeria, 3hBct fought “armed 
elements acting clandestinely within a population 
manipulated by a special organization.”7 Due to the 
presence of two ethnic groups in the qada, the bri-
gade fought two insurgencies—a Shi’a insurgency 
centered on the Jaysh al Mahdi (JaM) political 
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Figure 1.  3HBCT, 3ID Area of Operations (AO Hammer)
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organization and the JaM special groups (or “direct 
action cells”), and a Sunni insurgency composed of 
members of al-Qaeda in Iraq (aQI). 

the Shi’a insurgency attempted to control the 
population in the Jisr Diyala, narhwan, and Wahida 
nahias by dominating the Iraqi Police, taking tacit 
control of the nahia governments, and managing 
the health care clinics. In addition, the insurgency 
solicited donations at the mosques and from local 
businesses to fund their operations. tactically, the 
Shi’a insurgents defended their areas from sec-
tarian attacks; attrited coalition forces (cf) with 
improvised explosive devices (IeD), explosively 
formed penetrators (efP), and rocket attacks; and 
disrupted cf operations with small arms fire. the 
Shi’a direct action cells in the 3hBct area of opera-
tions consisted of over ten groups in and around Jisr 
Diyala, narhwan, and Wahida that attacked coali-
tion forces with 107-mm rockets and efP IeDs. In 
the summer of  2007, several 107-mm rocket cells 
operated in the northern and western parts of the 
qada and attacked foB rustamiyah, foB hammer, 
and PB assassin with deadly accuracy. throughout 
the 3hBct’s time in the qada, several efP cells 
conducted more than a score of attacks against 
3hBct forces along major routes. 

the 3-1 caV, 1-10 fa, and 13th (gg) Infantry 
Battalion primarily conducted operations against 
the Shi’a insurgency. Interestingly, the insurgency 
organized itself in brigades, battalions, companies, 
and platoons, although each formation was smaller 
than its american counterpart. the 3hBct S-2 

shop developed an order-of-battle chart that helped 
track the enemy’s composition. the Shi’a organiza-
tion replicated the configuration trinquier fought in 
algeria in the late 1950s. this order of battle chart 
proved a valuable tool as the brigade attempted to 
neutralize the insurgency in the qada. 

the Sunni insurgency that 3hBct fought was an 
aQI umbrella organization. It consisted of several 
IeD cells, two vehicle-borne improvised explosive 
device (VBIeD) cells, a suicide vest (SVeSt) cell, 
multiple extra-judicial killing (eJK) cells, a foreign 
fighter facilitator network, a command and control 
infrastructure (leadership), and a logistics group 
(auxiliary) that provided safe houses and vehicles 
and transported fighters. Working out of the numer-
ous villages around Salman Pak, aQI attempted to 
control the nahia’s population; defend the Sunni 
areas against sectarian aggression; attrit coalition 
forces with IeDs, mortar attacks, and small arms 
fire; and disrupt national Police and Iraqi Police 
operations with IeDs and sniping. During 2007 
and 2008, aQI conducted seven VBIeD attacks 
and seven SVeSt attacks across the qada. the 
most spectacular attack occurred on 11 May 2007, 
when the insurgents detonated two VBIeDs simul-
taneously on the Baghdad-al Kut highway Bridge 
and the old Jisr Diyala Bridge. until repairs were 
complete five days later, the insurgents succeeded 
in blocking traffic into Baghdad from the east 
side of the tigris. aQI also waged a conventional 
IeD campaign along the Jisr Diyala-Salman Pak 
highway. In just over a year, 79 IeDs were found 
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or detonated along the route; fortunately, only five 
attacks caused casualties. aQI dominated Salman 
Pak until early 2008, when operations conducted by 
teams of coalition forces working with Sons of Iraq 
cleared them from the villages of Ja’ara and Bawi. 
additionally, a special operations forces’ (Sof) 
raid in early february 2008 killed a key aQI leader, 
captured 30 other fighters, and forced the remain-
ing aQI to leave the sanctuary around Salman 
Pak. During the rest of its tour, 3hBct hunted the 
remnants of aQI and worked with the Sons of Iraq 
to keep aQI from returning to the area.

obviously, Iraq in 2007 and 2008 was not algeria 
or french Indochina in the 1950s. however, remark-
able similarities in the important topics addressed in 
trinquier’s Modern Warfare—population control, 
destruction of the guerrilla force, and eradication 
of the insurgents’ influence, for example—show 
that his work is still valid. Indeed, a careful look 
at the two experiences—their successes and their 
challenges—will serve as a practical tool for others 
conducting modern warfare in the future.

Control of the Population
colonel trinquier argues, “control of the masses 

through tight organization, often through several 
parallel organizations, is the master weapon of 
Modern Warfare.”8 the 3hBct and the Iraqi Secu-
rity forces developed multiple means to control the 
qada’s 1.2 million inhabitants. three methods in 
particular—human terrain mapping and biometric 
data collection, the establishment of the Sons of 
Iraq, and the empowerment of the Iraqi Police to 
enforce the law in their neighborhoods—proved 
effective in establishing and maintaining control 
of the population. 

Data collection. our human terrain mapping 
involved a systematic collection of information 
about the populace of the Mada’in Qada. at the 
grassroots level, 3hBct combat patrols kept 
meticulous records of their everyday contacts by 

obtaining photographs and demographic informa-
tion such as full names, residential addresses, tribal 
affiliations, and employers. 

this example from a troop, 3-1 caV highlights 
the importance of human terrain mapping. captain 
troy thomas, the troop commander, identified 
al Bataa village as a staging area for aQI as they 
moved from south of Baghdad to Baquba, in the 
Diyala Province. to separate the insurgents from 
the rest of the population, thomas conducted “a 
careful census of the entire population.”9 he took 
account of everyone in the village by collecting 
data and photographs of each male resident from 
age 16 to 40. he then placed the cards into a binder 
and had a local sheik and a Sons of Iraq leader vet 
the information. the 3-1 caV used that informa-
tion during subsequent operations to identify and 
question Iraqis who were new to the area and who 
did not appear in the census binder. 

the 3hBct also employed another aspect of 
human terrain mapping by using the “handheld 
interagency identification detection equipment” 
(hIIDe) or the “biometrics automated toolset” 
(Bat). these systems allowed the brigade to 
gather biometric data on people, including their 
pictures, fingerprints, and retinal scans. human 
intelligence collection teams would further refine 
the map through their sources. the brigade also 
leveraged our Iraqi advisory task force personnel 
to collect atmospheric and economic data in each 
of the nahias. In short, the perception of being con-
stantly monitored by intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance assets and the fact that cf possessed 
precise personal data made would-be insurgents 
think twice about their actions.

Citizens’ groups. across the country, the Sons of 
Iraq have made remarkable contributions to secu-
rity, economic, and political progress. also known 
as concerned local citizens or “the awakening,” 
the Sons of Iraq began in the Mada’in Qada in July 
2007, almost a year after their inception in anbar 
Province. the brigade recruited close to 6,500 
Sunni and Shi’a Sons of Iraq into this quickly grow-
ing program between July 2007 and april 2008. 
these brave Iraqis helped to achieve what trinquier 
referred to as the goal of Modern Warfare: “control 
of the populace.”10 In June 2007, prior to the forma-
tion of any concerned citizens’ groups, there was 
an average of  2.6 attacks daily in the qada. In april 

Control of the masses 
through tight organization, 

often through several parallel 
organizations…
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2008, after recruiting 6,500 Sons of Iraq, the daily 
attack average declined to 1.7 per day. 

the inaugural Sons of Iraq group, in ao hammer, 
was established in the small village of al arafia. 
under the leadership of Muqtar allawi and the pro-
tection of coalition forces, this citizens’ group (and 
others) started to “take part in their own defense.”11 
earning $8.00 per day, they operated checkpoints, 
guarded neighborhoods, identified IeDs, reported 
weapons caches, and interdicted the movement 
of weapons and insurgents. During the first ten 
months, the group gave the brigade over 200 tips, 

operated 334 checkpoints, turned in 126 weapons 
caches, and located 45 IeDs. they increased secu-
rity in the neighborhoods, decreased freedom of 
movement for insurgents, and removed IeDs and 
caches, thereby dramatically increasing security 
across the qada, slowly cutting off the insurgent 
from the population, and ultimately helping to break 
the back of aQI in the Mada’in Qada. 

over the next ten months, 3hBct used the arafia 
model to develop 50 different Sons of Iraq groups 
to improve security and degrade insurgent influence 
over the local population. the addition of this citi-

CAPTURE IN RAMADI
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Figure 3. 3HBCT, 3ID, Soldiers use HIIDE to capture a retinal scan (left).  
A BAT match of a fingerprint led to the detention of a 3HBCT high value individual  

who participated in a rocket attack on FOB Hammer (right).

The Sons of Iraq guarding a checkpoint on Butler Range Road.
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zens’ group increased the number of security forces 
to residents in the qada to a 10 to 1,000 ratio, half 
the level in the initial stages in Kosovo (20:1,000).12 
trinquier noted that the “total dependence on terrain 
and population is also the guerrilla’s weak point.”13 
through the Sons of Iraq, 3hBct exploited the 
insurgent’s dependence on the population, took 
control of the terrain, eliminated the peoples’ sup-
port for the insurgents, and significantly diminished 
insurgent control of the citizens of the Mada’in 
Qada. In addition, the local economies in controlled 
areas blossomed overnight due to the direct stimulus 
of $1.6 million in salaries each month. 

Police forces. to improve the Mada’in Qada’s 
900-strong Iraqi Police force, the brigade assigned 
e company, 1/125th Infantry and the 59th Military 
Police company as its police transition team. In 
comparison, trinquier asserted that “broad police 
operations will be performed by the regular police 
if they are adequate and capable.”14 Inadequate and 
incapable of leaving their own station, the qada’s Iraqi 
Police were cowed by the insurgency in april 2007. 
taking “advantage of the army’s presence and its 
protection and the assistance,” the Iraqi Police, under 
the guidance of the police transition team, slowly 
brought law enforcement back to the qada.15 

In addition to basic police training and daily 
mentoring, the brigade focused on helping the 
Iraqi Police track crime statistics. With accurate 
data now available, 3hBct was able to show the 
Iraqi Police how the crime rate declined from 28 
murders in february 2007 to only 5 in february 
2008. the 2007 murder rate in the Mada’in Qada 
fell to a rate comparable to Detroit, Michigan’s, in 
2006.16 once the crime statistics program was in 
place, the brigade encouraged the police to begin 
enforcing laws and executing warrants issued by 
judges. In february 2008, the police took the next 
step and enforced five arrest warrants. 

to effectively control the people, trinquier 
instructed forces to “cut off the guerrilla from the 
population that sustains him, render the guerrilla 
zones untenable, and coordinate these actions over 
a wide area.”17 the 3hBct’s human terrain map-

ping and biometric data collection process identi-
fied and developed data on the population to better 
isolate the insurgent from his support, the Sons of 
Iraq groups made former insurgent strongholds 
dangerous to operate in, and the Iraqi Police began 
to restore the rule of law in the qada by enforcing 
laws and executing warrants. together, these tech-
niques helped 3hBct drain the sea that the qada’s 
insurgents swam in for so long. 

Destruction of the  
Guerrilla Forces 

colonel trinquier states that the goal of modern 
warfare for the counterinsurgent is to “eliminate 
from the midst of the population the entire enemy 
organization.”18 from March 2007 to april 2008, 
3hBct and the Iraqi Security forces used this as 
their mantra; the brigade killed more than 160 insur-
gents and captured 560 more. although the kinetic 
operations removed the insurgents from the streets, 
3hBct used other means to disrupt the insurgents. 
for example, aggressively tracking and interdicting 
the enemy’s financial transactions, the brigade col-
lected enough evidence for the authorities to charge 
insurgents with extortion and eventually prosecute 
and convict them in the central criminal court 
of Iraq. taken together, these endeavors helped to 
remove the insurgents from the Mada’in Qada. 

the 3hBct understood the need to relentlessly 
pursue the insurgents both inside the Mada’in Qada 
and outside it. over the course of the deployment, 
3hBct killed or captured more than 30 of the bri-
gade’s or division’s high value individuals (hVIs). 
remarkably, almost half of these hVIs were 
captured outside of the Mada’in Qada—in places 
like Baghdad, tikrit, Samarrah, and abu ghraib. 
typically, just as trinquier described nearly a half 
century ago, a concerted operation conducted by 
even a single battalion could “compel the guerril-
las...to leave their comfortable hiding places”and 
seek refuge outside of the area. 19 once removed, 
the insurgents would usually adopt easily targetable 
habits since they assumed that they were safe. the 
brigade tracked one target for nearly six months 

Trinquier instructed forces to cut off the guerrilla from  
the population that sustains him…
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before he was finally captured in Baghdad. this 
success was due in part to building detailed target 
packets on the hVIs that could be easily passed to 
other brigades and the special operations commu-
nity. Such relentless pursuit had a tangible effect on 
the enemy. after detaining both a narhwan JaM 
battalion commander and his successor, the brigade 
received an intelligence report indicating that no 
one in JaM wanted to assume command because 
they realized that they would likewise be detained 
by american forces.

In algeria, the french fought the national libera-
tion front which had a “financial committee [that] 
gathered funds from the population at large...and 
directly from big companies, banks, leading mer-
chants, etc.”20 Similarly, 3hBct was confronted 
by the narhwan JaM battalion, which funded 
its operations by intimidating and harassing the 
local population and the owners of the brick fac-
tory, narhwan’s largest business enterprise. JaM 
extorted nearly 5,000,000 Iraqi dinars (approxi-
mately $4,200) from the factory owners each week, 
because refusal to pay the Shi’a extremists meant 
that the factory would be shut down or its owners 
kidnapped. By engaging local leaders and inter-
rogating captured guerrillas, 3hBct intelligence 
analysts traced the financial network, discovered 
the process for collecting the funds, and tracked 
down the key players involved in the extortion in 
and around narhwan. the brigade then conducted 
operations that specifically targeted these key play-
ers. In one operation near the brick factory complex, 
3-1 caV detained seven extortionists immediately 
after they collected their weekly payola. In another 

operation, 3hBct captured the Shi’a extremists’ 
ledgers. thereafter, the combat team focused on 
“following the money” to identify and detain 
extortionists, severely disrupting the narwhan Shi’a 
extremist group’s cash flow and subsequent ability 
to conduct attacks.

once an insurgent was detained, 3hBct worked 
diligently to ensure his conviction through the cen-
tral criminal court of Iraq. the brigade stressed to 
its units that to be successful at gaining convictions, 
the units needed to take a law-enforcement approach 
to the insurgency. toward that end, 3hBct con-
ducted tactical site exploitation on each objective to 
collect, document, and organize legally admissible 
evidence. units leveraged the law enforcement 
Professionals Program, an MPrI creation that 
couples experienced law-enforcement agents with 
army battalions and brigades to increase convic-
tion rates. Working with law enforcement agents, 
units constructed criminal case files of unclassified 
forensic evidence, including fingerprints, photo-
graphs of weapons caches, videos of attacks, sworn 
statements from both u.S. Soldiers and Iraqis, and 
even signed confessions. Moreover, the thousands 
of Iraqi biometric records enrolled in Bat and 
hIIDe proved invaluable in matching evidence 
found at attack sites to specific suspects.

as a result of this meticulous—sometimes high-
tech—evidence collection, the brigade directly 
linked a dozen insurgents to specific IeD and efP 
attacks. additionally, the weapons intelligence 
teams examined all evidence related to attacks in 
3hBct’s ao to identify bomb-making signatures. 
these efforts allowed the brigade to track numerous 

Dinars confiscated by the 3HBCT when it detained seven individuals suspected of extorting money from the Narhwan 
Brick Factories, in September 2007. 
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IeD cells and determine their tactics, techniques, 
and procedures. as a result of detailed tactical site 
exploitation, organized-criminal case files, and bio-
metric matches to specific IeD or efP attacks, the 
brigade sent 315 insurgents to the theater internment 
facility. In addition, as of april 2008, 24 insurgents 
had been convicted or were awaiting trial at the 
central criminal court of Iraq.

to destroy an insurgency, trinquier advises that a 
counterinsurgent force methodically pursue it “until 
the enemy organization is entirely annihilated.”21 
the 3hBct attempted to destroy both Shi’a and 
Sunni insurgencies through relentless pursuit of 
enemy leaders, focused efforts to eliminate insur-
gency funding, and law-enforcement approaches 
to countering guerrilla activities. together, these 
efforts significantly reduced attacks, emboldened 
Iraqi Security forces, and allowed Sons of Iraq 
to retake control of their communities. although 
the insurgencts in the Mada’in have not been 
completely eliminated, they have been neutralized 
to such an extent that, by april 2008, established 
laws were being enforced and the elected political 
leaders and local Iraqis had begun to control the 
future of the qada.

Eradication of the Guerrilla’s 
Influence on the Population

as it was for trinquier and his foes in algeria, the 
goal for both the insurgent and the counterinsurgent 
in Iraq is to “control . . . the population.”22 While 
the Sunni and Shi’a insurgencies resorted to assas-
sinations, murders, spectacular VBIeD and SVeSt 
attacks, and extortion of legitimate businesses 
to dominate the people, the 3hBct used all six 
lines of effort—security, transition, governance, 
rule of law, economics, and communications—to 
manage the people of the Mada’in Qada to purge the 
insurgency and to support coalition forces and the 
government of Iraq. Some of the more successful 
policies that 3hBct employed were reconstruct-
ing the irrigation infrastructure, rehabilitating the 
narhwan brick factory, stimulating the economy 
using the Sons of Iraq, and establishing the Voice 
of Mada’in radio station. collectively, these initia-
tives worked towards the “eradication of their [the 
insurgent’s] influence on the population.”23

the 3hBct also funded over $37 million in 
projects during its 14 months in the Mada’in Qada. 

Several multi-echelon projects played an instru-
mental role in reducing the insurgents’ influence, 
because these projects had both an initial impact 
and created longer-term, sustainable employment. 
two examples stand out. In 2006, insurgents 
destroyed the huge pumps at the nine nissan and 
al Bawi pump stations. these pumps transferred 
water from the tigris river into canals to irrigate 
farmers’ fields dozens of kilometers away. Working 
with key leaders in the nahia and qada governments, 
the brigade coordinated and funded the repair of 
the pump stations over a nine-month period. the 
difference between the 2007 and the 2008 grow-
ing seasons was remarkable—fields that had lain 
fallow produced crops. another project with a 
multi-echelon impact was the narhwan Brick fac-
tory complex. In 2007, over half its factories were 
dormant due to limited distribution of heavy fuel 
oil, a byproduct from oil refineries. once again, 
the brigade worked with officials from Baghdad 
Province and local leaders to ensure that heavy fuel 
oil and electricity were available to power the kilns 
to dry the bricks. after several months of negotia-
tions, the government began to move heavy fuel 
oil from the Bayji refinery, north of Baghdad, to 
the brick factories. Dozens of factories re-opened 
and production increased from 750,000 to 3.7 mil-
lion bricks per day. the increased flow of oil and 
the resulting increased manufacturing capacity 
also increased employment six-fold, from 2,000 to 
12,000 employees. 

as mentioned above, the Sons of Iraq had a 
powerful influence on decreasing violence and 
revitalizing the economy in the Mada’in Qada. 
the $8 daily payment to each member resulted 
in $1.7 million in salaries to be spent in the local 
economy, providing an immediate and much-
needed economic stimulus. this stimulus, coupled 
with the marked increase in security, translated into 

Some of the more successful 
policies…employed were  

reconstructing the irrigation 
infrastructure…[and]  

stimulating the economy  
using the Sons of Iraq…
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revitalized neighborhoods. no longer intimidated 
by extremists, and no longer afraid to conduct daily 
transactions, business owners reopened markets 
with the help of micro-grants. for example, in 
early 2008, 3hBct conducted a market revital-
ization project in Salman Pak that cleaned up the 
market. and because the Sons of Iraq had money 
to spend, storeowners’ profits doubled. In areas 
where 3hBct did not form Sons of Iraq groups, 
the economic recovery was much less noticeable.

In early 2007, extremist groups were also winning 
the information war in the Mada’in Qada. Without a 
constant coalition force presence, and given limited 
sources of outside information and an abundance 
of extremist propaganda, the insurgency controlled 
what local Iraqis saw and heard. they were able 
to portray coalition operations as “brutalities in 
the eyes of the public.”24 the 3hBct attacked the 
insurgents’ messages through an effective informa-
tion campaign that used leaflet drops, loudspeaker 
broadcasts, and face-to-face engagements. Iraqi 
advisory task force and tactical PSyoP teams 
gathered atmospherics following these Io attacks. 
using foB rustamiyah’s Peace 106 as a model, 
3hBct established the qada’s first radio station, 
fM 107.1. opened in January 2008 as a joint gov-
ernment of Iraq and coalition project, the “Voice 
of the Mada’in” provided a forum in which Iraqis 
could ask their questions, voice their concerns, and 
sometimes express their anger towards local, tribal 
and cf leaders. Since most Iraqis receive their 
information from radio and television, the radio 
station’s potential impact on extremist information 
warfare is important. the Voice of the Mada’in 
radio station gave 3hBct another means with 

which to thwart extremist propaganda and spread 
positive, accurate information about current events 
and the future of Iraq.

the 3hBct attacked the Shi’a and Sunni insur-
gencies in the Mada’in Qada across all lines of 
operation. the completion of multi-echelon projects 
increased crop production for farmers and increased 
productivity and the numbers employed at the 
narhwan Brick factory complex. establishing the 
Sons of Iraq provided jobs for unemployed males 
who might otherwise have taken up arms against 
the coalition. It stimulated the local economy and 
led to the reopening of many stores. finally, the 
“Voice of the Mada’in” radio station opened lines 
of communication between ordinary Iraqis and the 
qada government. More important, these endeavors 
helped eliminate the insurgents’ control and influ-
ence over the Mada’in’s citizens. 

Torture in Modern Warfare and 
the Law of Land Warfare

unfortunately, Modern Warfare gained notoriety 
because of colonel trinquier’s advocacy of torture 
as an acceptable means of defeating an insurgency. 
he believed that the fear of torture is the only deter-
rent for the guerrilla since “he cannot be treated as 
an ordinary criminal, nor [sic] like a prisoner taken 
on the battlefield.”25 this quotation demonstrates 
trinquier’s ignorance of the Just War tradition’s 
stance on treating guerrillas as legitimate combat-
ants unless they are proven guilty of violating the 
norms of war. his mistaken attitude encouraged 
violations of the 1949 geneva Protocols of War, 
to which the french had subscribed, that called for 
due process in determining an insurgent’s status. 

“Before” and “after” pictures of a market where Sons of Iraq and 3HBCT conducted revitalization projects.
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from a practical perspective, in a coIn envi-
ronment the moral corrosiveness of torture runs 
counter to long-term goals, as it did for france 
in algeria. torture backfired on the french and 
they lost their strategic legitimacy. trinquier’s 
advocacy of torture dishonored himself and the 
french military. 

the 3hBct’s experience demonstrated the 
effectiveness of other measures that both deterred 
insurgents and allowed the brigade to maintain the 
standards expected of americans. In the post-abu 
ghraib environment, rigorous adherence to the law 
of land warfare is essential. Many of the legitimate 
measures already discussed—such as population 
control, biometric data collection on adult males, 
and relentless pursuit of the enemy—provided that 
deterrent. During its 14 months in Iraq, the brigade 
captured more than 560 suspected insurgents. In the 
same time period, military intelligence interrogators 
in the division holding area-annex conducted over 
1,500 interrogations, with most detainees experi-
encing an average of 3 interrogations. the system 
produced 345 intelligence reports without once 
resorting to torture. the reports the brigade gleaned 
from interrogations led to numerous operations in 
and outside the brigade’s area that targeted extrem-
ists without undermining our long-term credibility. 
More important, it contradicted trinqiuer’s assertion 
that torture is the only way to develop intelligence 
on an insurgency and deter the guerrilla.

Challenges
from his experience, trinquier documented 

several “errors in fighting the guerrilla.”26 like-
wise, 3hBct experienced missteps in fighting the 
insurgency in the Mada’in Qada. Poor placement 
of outposts, the lack of a standardized national ID 
card for Iraqis, and 3hBct’s initial large sweep 
operations all presented challenges that the brigade 
worked to overcome throughout its tour.

the 3hBct built several outposts in locations 
where the Soldiers did not control the population as 
they could have. two of  the brigade’s outposts—
Patrol Base assassin and coP Salie—were per-
fectly placed in the midst of a town with Iraqi Police 
or national Police within arm’s reach. however, 
the other five—foB hammer, coP cashe, coP 
cahill, coP cleary, and coP carver—were sepa-
rated from the population, the Iraqi Security forces, 

or both. foB hammer, although next to an Iraqi 
army training compound (foB Besamiya), was 
25 kilometers from any major population center. 
as a result, the zone of security around the foB 
benefited only the few sheepherders who lived in a 
couple of villages south of the foB. In retrospect, 
better positioning of the outposts could have helped 
the brigade to institute greater control over the 1.2 
million citizens of the Mada’in Qada.

the lack of a national identification card also 
made population control challenging. for 25,000 
Iraqi dinars (about $13), any adult Iraqi could get 
a Jensia card, as long as two other people vouched 
for his identification. hBct improvised several 
solutions to overcome the lack of an ID card, like 
a troop, 3-1 cavalry’s binder on al Baata Vil-
lage, or B company, 1-15 Infantry’s Sons of Iraq 
ID card, but a tough-to-forge, accurate, and rigor-
ously enforced system of national identification 
would have made controlling the population less 
of a challenge.

Prior to the fall of 2007, 3hBct engaged in 
several large unit sweeps, like operations Blore 
heath I and II, Beach yellow, and Bull run. each 
of these operations achieved short-term tactical 
successes: several insurgents killed or captured, 
multiple weapons caches seized, and a handful of 
IeDs removed. however, each of these operations 
failed to destroy the insurgency because they did 
not establish a permanent coalition, Iraqi Security 
forces, or Sons of Iraq presence in the villages to 
keep the insurgents from returning. In the fall of 
2007, the 3hBct commander, colonel Wayne 
W. grigsby, Jr., mandated that all major operations 
incorporate Sons of Iraq to hold the terrain, man 
checkpoints, and keep the insurgents from returning 
to cleared areas. Subsequent operations—tuwaitha 
Sunrise I and II, Ja’ara Sunrise, Bawi Sunrise, 
and Durai’ya Sunrise—achieved not only similar 
tactical successes, but also emplaced Sons of Iraq 
checkpoints to prevent the insurgents’ return.

from 2007 to 2008, 3hBct experienced many 
of the same impediments as their french brethren 
had before them. Poorly located outposts, the lack 
of an official national identification card, and large 
sweep operations without maintenance forces all 
hampered the brigade’s ability to control the popula-
tion, and thus its ability to neutralize the Shi’a and 
Sunni insurgencies. 
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Conclusion 
five years of operations in Iraq have taught a 

generation of american Soldiers some of the best 
practices to use in counterinsurgencies. In fact, 
some of our army’s young men and women may 
soon boast more coIn experience than their his-
toric predecessors. Still, colonel trinquier’s work 
will remain a useful guide for leaders conducting 
coIn in Iraq. the advent of precision-guided 
munitions, the internet, unmanned aerial vehicles, 
mine resistant ambush protected vehicles, IeDs, 
and efPs has not changed trinquier’s principles. 
the 3hBct’s 14 months of continuous combat in 
the Mada’in Qada resembled the french experience 
in Indochina and algeria 50 years earlier because 
those basics have not changed. together, the prin-
ciples of controlling the population, destroying 
the guerrilla forces, and eradicating the guerrilla’s 

influence helped to neutralize both Sunni and Shi’a 
insurgencies. trinquier’s advice also helped initi-
ate the reconciliation process for disenfranchised 
Sunnis, embolden and enhance the Iraqi Security 
forces, and improve the qada government. 

our employment of trinquier’s legitimate prin-
ciples during our 14 months of counterinsurgency 
operations has brought significant improvements 
to the Mada’in Qada. as the french did in algeria, 
the 3hBct experienced some difficulties along the 
way. nevertheless, by selectively applying the moral 
lessons of Modern Warfare and heeding the wisdom 
gained by other american units over the last five 
years, we made good progress. american Soldiers 
operating in places like Iraq and afghanistan in the 
future can build upon both trinquier’s and 3hBct’s 
experiences to conduct effective counterinsurgency 
operations. MR
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